
Paper stars in pastel colours
Instructions No. 2892

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 45 Minutes

What would Christmas decorations be without paper stars - this idea features pretty stars made from pastel folding paper
that you can easily recreate with the help of our detailed step-by-step instructions.

For each paper star you need two 15 x 15 cm folding sheets. With our step-by-step photos you will surely succeed quickly
and easily.

Fold crosswise
Fold the sheet crosswise once so that there is a folded seam diagonally on the paper.
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Halve and fold
You will need more folds for the craft: Fold the sheet 1x in the middle.
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Cut paper
Now cut the centre folds in half from all 4 sides.
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Folding star tips
Place the paper in front of you with the diagonal fold facing down. Fold the paper from the cut centre to the diagonal fold. You
will get a pointed star with 4 laces.
If you now stick the two edges of a star tip together with double-sided adhesive tape, the star tip will emerge from the fold
seam in a 3D look.

Fold the second folding star into a star with 4 points.

Completion of the paper star
Finally, glue the two craft pieces together to form an 8-ray star.

You can further refine the star by wiping the edges with a gold ink pad.

Use a sewing needle to pull a perlon thread through one of the star points. The star can now be hung decoratively
individually or in a group.
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Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

543583-10 Ink PadsMetallic-Gold 1

19415 Folding sheets "Duo-Color", powder shades 1

644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1

18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1

607605 Perlon thread, 0.25 mm thick, 100 m long 1

Folding sheets "Duo-Color", powder shades

7,99 €
(1 m2 = 5,92 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/folding-sheets-duo-color-powder-shades-a334060/


133296 Handicraft scissors "Hobby" 1

Article number Article name Qty
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